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ATTACK ON THE TIRPITZ

For two. years the Home Fleet has been waiting to get at the

Tirpitz, sister ship of the Bismarck. But our big ships have had

no chance to see her, let alone engage her. As she could not be-

dealt with at sea, she had to be attacked in her anchorage, a fjord
inside the Arctic Circle, impossible to attack from the air,
carefully chosen by the German Naval Staff, because it was thought
safe. The attack was made by our midget submarines, three weeks

ago tomorrow, and the Tirpitz has been damaged, .That could not be

done at sea or from the air has been done from underwater, inside

Kaa Fjord, Altenfjord, inside tho torpedo nets, behind the minefields

under the very noses of the merman patrol vessels, equipped with

depth changes and listening apparatus. Our midgets had to make

their way 50 miles inland from the open sea, through fjords nowhere

more than two miles wide, and the survivors whose story has been

told had to make the same way bank.

If the attack had failed we would have been disappointed but

not surprised. The odds against our- men were heavy.
i

he Germans,
two days after the attack, were so confident of their defence system,
so confident that no one could have got back, that they issued

statements declaring that the attempt was "doomed from the first."

Some people nay say, "Why is the Tirpitz so important? She

has never done anything." p will try and explain the importance.
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Firstly, the TIRPITZ is the most powerful battleship in the

German Fleet, What she./would be capable of we know from our

experiences -with the BISMARCK two years ago. She would be the

nucleus of any German squadron putting to sea with serious intentions.

Secondly, she is the pride of the German Navy. She -was-launched in
Hitler*s presence. She is the symbol of the hopes of all those

senior German naval officers who do not share Admiral Docnitz's

fanatical belief in U-boats and who recall the great High Seas

Fleet of the last war. But there is a third and even more important
reason for calling the attack on the TIRPITZ one of the .great strokes

of the war; if she was loose in the Atlantic she could do more

damage in one night to our convoys than th U-boats have done in the
last three months. She would have to be rounded up and doalt with by
battleships and carriers and aircraft. It was to prevent her

reaching the convoy routes tha.t the Home Fleet have been guarding the

exit from the North Sea into the Atlantic day in and day out. They
will still hare to reckon with those other battleships built for

commerce raiding, the 26,000-ton SCHARNHORST, the pocket battleships
SCHEER and LUTZOW, but now the TIRPITZ is damaged the striding

power of the -whole German battle squadron is affected.

Every big ship of the German Navy that has attempted commerce
raiding in rthis war has new Been sunk or damaged By our ships,
submarines, carrier-borne aircraft or aircraft of Coasted Command*
The GRAF SPEE and the BISMARCK have been sunk; the GNEISENAU is

probably out of action f r good; the SCHARNHORST, LUTZOW, SCHEER,
PRINZ EUGEN, HIPPER have all been damaged more or less severely
WE tend to forget that between December 194-0 and June 194-1 all these

ships, except the GRAF SPEE, were at sea commerce raiding. That

was the German surface ship offensive; we beat it and our success

has had considerable influence on the course of the war.
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